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Refilling the Pipeline

The impact of the pandemic varied widely among law firm practice groups. As a result, some practices
were inundated, and others slowed down. With many trials postponed, litigators were more heavily
affected than transactional lawyers. If you discovered that your pipeline of new matters has dried up, here
are some strategies to rebuild your pipeline:

• Assess specifically where your work came from pre-pandemic. Identify your sources, how well
you knew them, whether they are still able to send you work, and likely to do so.

• For each high potential source of work, make sure you fully understand their current
circumstances. How has the pandemic affected them or their business? Before addressing your
need for work or referrals from them, consider if they need non-legal help you can offer.

• Find a non-self-serving reason to reconnect if you have not been in touch lately. If you do not
have a good hook, you can always reach out and say something along the lines of: “I've been
thinking about you. I donʼt know how you have fared during this pandemic, and I was wondering
if you have everything you need, or if I might be of help in some area of concern that you have.”

• When you find a good reason to reach out, be patient about reconnecting. Do not swoop in to
address your self-interest.

• Be ready to adapt to any new circumstances. Do you need to offer alternative fee arrangements
if an old clientʼs business has been hurt by the pandemic, for example?

• For each high potential client or source, develop a suitable plan to reinforce the relationship.
Would the person welcome an in-person meeting? If not, what can you propose that will
overcome Zoom fatigue? An online meeting with another person of interest to your client? An
opportunity for your client to speak at a professional or business gathering? An outdoor social
occasion?

• When you have exhausted your most likely old sources of work, consider new possibilities. Who
have you met who may be in position to retain you or refer work to you and what do you need to
do to establish a professional relationship?

The pandemic upended many people but also has opened doors for reconnecting and establishing new
relationships. People who have been isolated during the pandemic may be much more receptive to an
invitation to a post-pandemic lunch or drink or belated celebration.

Example: In early 2020, when an unresolved lawsuit threatened to derail an important acquisition, the
corporate lawyers asked a litigation team in the firm to give the client a second opinion on the dispute. The
litigators identified a new and promising affirmative defense which allowed the parties to manage the
lawsuit risk through appropriate reserves and specialized merger representations and warranties
insurance. The client was able to close the transaction successfully. Because of Covid, the only celebration
of the merger was virtual. This summer, with more post pandemic options, the corporate lawyers proposed
to the client that they host a dinner to celebrate the merger and to introduce them to the litigators who
were instrumental in closing the deal. The clientʼs response? “You beat us to the punch. We were just
going to invite you to join us for an overdue celebration of the merger in our new facilities.”

Are you ready to pick up on opportunities delayed by the pandemic? Along with taking a needed summer
vacation with your family, is it time to work on refilling your pipeline?

Helping you create and reinforce the habits of successful career building,
gleaned from my work as a business development strategist, trainer and coach
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